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A certified seminar leader and inspiring dynamic keynote
speaker, Sara shares practical tools that inspire confidence
and give people clarity and power to achieve their fullest
potential. Her talks produce immediate, lasting results. In
workshops,
p keynote
y
ppresentations, and corporate
p
training
g
seminars, she addresses thousands of people annually at a
variety of events, such as Governors’ Conferences for
Women, the American Bar Association Women’s
Rainmaking Conference, Women in Technology, and the
National Association of Women Business Owners.
The creator of the life-changing program Influence to
Income: 90-Day Influence Mastery Program, Sara shows
participants how to use the power of influence to create
income and opportunities. In this intensive one-on-one
coaching
hi system,
t
executives,
ti
lawyers,
l
entrepreneurs,
t
andd
other high-powered professionals learn how to dramatically
increase their income, business results, and career satisfaction
through the power of influence. Many factors go into
becoming a person of influence, and the Influence to Income
program addresses your mindset, branding and image,
rainmaking and networking.
An innovator and expert in the importance of image in the
courtroom and the business arena
arena, Sara has been featured in
the Wall Street Journal, Forbes, NBC, CBS, and KYW radio.
She also has written for corporate America and in the Legal
Intelligencer, Philadelphia Business Journal, and Westlaw
Journal, the Philadelphia Maven, Legal Intelligencer and the
Burlington County Straight Word.

THE POWER OF
INFLUENCE
Each of us has the power to be influential. If you
want to succeed in life, you have to know what you
want, when you want to have it, why and how you
intend to get it.
it You can make it happen
happen, but
too often we stand in our own way. The Power Hour
will help you to understand the Universal Principles
of commanding abundance, removing obstacles, and
achieving your desired outcomes.
Specifically, we will explore:
• Leverage the Power of Belief
Belief: Identify and
eliminate negative thoughts and actions that
prevent you from reaching their full potential.
• Learn how to value yourself and effectively set
boundaries.

Partial client list:
American Bar Association
AmeriHealth
Bryn Mawr College
Drexel School of Law
Drexel University
Duane Morris
Exelon Corp
Franklin Templeton Investments
Greater Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce
Home Depot Women’s Conference
y Hotels
Hyatt
Independence Financial Associates
John Hancock Insurance
Morgan Stanley Smith Barney
National Association of Women Business Owners
Philadelphia Bar Association
Pennsylvania Conference for Women
Schnader Law
TD Bank
Wachovia
Wolf Block
Women In Investing
Women in Financial Services
Women in Technology
Women in Cable Telecommunications
Women's Referral Network
Women's Regional Business Council
Young Professional Network

• Strengthen Self‐Confidence: Acquire the skills
and
d habits
h bit that
th t lead
l d tto opportunities.
t iti
• Create Power through Image: Clothing, colors
and styles.
• Changing the Mindset: Building strong beliefs.
Setting good habits in motion. Learning to play
a bigger game in life to get what you want.
PLUS: This 90 minute program includes handouts and tip sheets
associates can use on the job long after the program is completed.

93% of communication can be non-verbal.
Mastering your impression and influence
on others is vital to succeeding in both
your personal and professional life.

